**“COME UP HIGHER!”**

**THERE MUST BE MORE . . .?**

“Come up higher” . . . from wherever you are sitting — for you have a LIMITED VISION?

- Realization.

GOD’s PERSPECTIVE from His Throne

Beliefs:

- Provision for us to be here was given to us at Calvary by the death, burial, resurrection and ascension of Jesus Christ

HEAVEN

= where God dwells, Who is Spirit

= where the presence and effect of God is SEEN. . . in us!

**Fourth Dimension ‘Man’**

Really being the corporate Body of Christ

Experiencing being in the Throne of God now

RULING and REIGNING

**‘DOING & BEING’ Realm**

Pentecostal - Charismatic

Fundamental - Evangelical ‘DOING’ Realm

**Sonship — Overcomers**

Kingdom of Heaven ‘being’ Realm —

HEAVEN

ETERNITY from our perspective

ETERNITY after time from our perspective

EARTH & TIME

30-fold . . .

60-fold . . .

100-fold . . .

Passover Perspective

Pentecost Perspective

mixture of spirit-word and letter-word

God desires for us to see from His perspective

30+60+100=190-fold BEING IN GOD where lies THE WHOLE PURPOSE & ACHIEVEMENT OF GOD for all men

A progressive revelation of Almighty God Himself, our Father . . . His Name (nature) — His Love — His Sovereignty — His Majesty — His Glory — His power to achieve etc.

**Tabernacles**

Beliefs:

- Moving mostly in the ‘structured Church’ setting (where all the natural “A” beliefs. The resulting ‘mixture’ can cause much grief. This possible outline in no way attacks the sincerity of God’s precious people wherever they are in Him by experience . . . but it definitely adds a challenge for the ‘hungry-for-more-of-God’ folks!

3-10 fold . . .

Passover Perspective

the letter-word that affects me

the ‘hungry-for-more-of-God’ folks!

vindictive because He is Love. He is a Consuming Fire.

**Beliefs:**

- Progressive Revelation of God Himself — A KNOWING HIM RATHER THAN ABOUT HIM. It is here that God Himself causes the natural “A” beliefs (below) to be transformed into spiritual reality. A ministry with a higher calling and revelation (sometimes with some ‘A’ and ‘B’ beliefs hanging on). The overall revelation that God’s works out His plan in and through us. Moving in the ‘unstructured Church’ setting; the Spirit of God is your covering; what you believe is less important than knowing Him. A transition to the Throne in the Holy of Holies.

- Having received the downpayment of one’s inheritance...

**Passover Perspective**

- the death, burial, resurrection and ascension of Jesus Christ

This possible outline in no way attacks the sincerity of God’s precious people wherever they are in Him by experience . . . but it definitely adds a challenge for the ‘hungry-for-more-of-God’ folks!

Beliefs: essential salvation thru Jesus Christ; ‘letter-word’ understanding with a literal heaven and a literal earth along with an unending hell; rituals and seasonal celebrations are all important; a 3in1 concept of God with Jesus coming soon a devil to fight; works and actions to get God’s attention; the Bible being your altar; salvation for the elect and torment for the unbeliever; a physical rapture; encouraged to belong (at least attend) a structured Church where all believe the same doctrine and support it with tithing etc. (not always!); summarizing, all of God’s actions will take place ‘out there’ someplace.

**Beliefs:**

- Knowing Him rather than about Him. It is here that God Himself causes the natural “A” beliefs (below) to be transformed into spiritual reality. A ministry with a higher calling and revelation (sometimes with some ‘A’ and ‘B’ beliefs hanging on). The overall revelation that God’s works out His plan in and through us. Moving in the ‘unstructured Church’ setting; the Spirit of God is your covering; what you believe is less important than knowing Him. A transition to the Throne in the Holy of Holies.

**Beliefs:**

- Moving mostly in the ‘structured Church’ setting (where all the members believe in the same newer way); where the 5-fold ministry is one’s covering; most of God’s plans to happen in the future.
Jesus is calling us to come up higher. I want to encourage you to press in for what God has for you and you will be amazed at the heights He will take you to. Revelation 4:1 "After these things I looked, and behold, a door standing open in heaven. And the first voice which I heard was like a trumpet speaking with me, saying, "Come up here, and I will show you things which must take place after this." ELAINE TAVOLACCI Staten Island, NY. www.awordinseason.info www.TheVoiceOfBreakthrough.com. Preview, buy, and download songs from the album Come up Higher - Single, including "Come up Higher." Buy the album for $0.99. Songs start at $0.99. Come up Higher - Single. Vinesong. Christian & Gospel Â· 2012.